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S UMMARY
Large-eddy simulations of the development of shallow cumulus convection over land are presented. Many
characteristics of the cumulus layer previously found in simulations of quasi-steady convection over the sea
are found to be reproduced in this more strongly forced, unsteady case. Furthermore, the results are shown to
be encouragingly robust, with similar results obtained with eight independent models, and also across a range
of numerical resolutions. The datasets produced are already being used in the development and evaluation of
parametrizations used in numerical weather-prediction and climate models.
K EYWORDS: ARM GCSS Intercomparison

1.

I NTRODUCTION

The representation of shallow cumulus convection is an important issue for numerical weather-prediction and climate models (e.g. Tiedtke et al. 1988), and in recent years
a number of studies have addressed the problems of trying to increase our understanding
of the process and of improving the parametrizations used. In many cases (as described
later) these studies have used large-eddy simulation (LES) models, as these can provide
many detailed diagnostics which would be dif cult or impossible to obtain directly from
experimental data. It is also possible to test sensitivity to different parameters individually. Of course, there is a continuing need to evaluate the reliability of the model results
using such observations as are available and also by examining the level of sensitivity
to model formulation and resolution. A number of intercomparison projects, performed
as part of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Cloud System Study (GCSS)
programme (Browning 1993), have proved valuable in this respect.
Much of the recent work has focused on a case designed by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995) based on the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment
(BOMEX). For this trade-wind case they found results consistent with the available
observations but inconsistent with the assumptions made in parametrization schemes. In
particular, their fractional entrainment rates into the cumulus ensemble were an order
of magnitude larger than those used in the parametrizations, and their detrainment rates
were larger than the entrainment rates (indicating a convective mass  ux which decreased with height). Support for the reliability of the results of these simulations came
¤
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from an intercomparison study (Pier Siebesma, personal communication) which showed
generally good agreement between a large number of independent models for a variety
of statistics, and also from the  nding that these results were insensitive to a  ve-fold
increase in resolution (Brown 1999a). Improved performance was obtained from a onedimensional model when its parametrizations were modi ed to use entrainment and
detrainment rates consistent with those from the LES (Siebesma and Holtslag 1996).
Other cases have also been studied. For example Stevens et al. (2001) performed
another intercomparison based on observations from the Atlantic Trade Wind Experiment (ATEX). The results for most of the cumulus layer were reasonably consistent
with those from the BOMEX case, although there were differences (and a greater spread
in model results) close to the inversion due to the higher relative humidities in ATEX
leading to a tendency to form stratiform cloud which was not present in the BOMEX
simulations. Grant and Brown (1999) also performed ‘modi ed’ BOMEX cases which,
in conjunction with the standard case, they used to propose simple scalings for some
properties of the cumulus layer.
One feature common to all of the above studies is that they have considered
relatively statistically steady convection over the sea. Comparatively little attention
has been paid to cases of shallow cumulus convection over land, which will typically
have forcing that is both stronger and time varying. Potentially the unsteadiness of
the problem might make such cases more dif cult for the large-eddy models. There
is also an interest in whether results such as scalings for cumulus layer, developed
based solely on the over-sea cases, are general enough to still be applicable. In the
longer term, an increased understanding of the processes controlling the development
of shallow cumulus may also be of help in understanding that of deep convection, the
initial development of which will typically be poorly resolved in cloud-resolving models
which have to use much larger domains.
This paper seeks to start to address some of these issues by presenting results
from a large-eddy model study of the development of shallow cumulus convection
over land. The case presented forms the sixth intercomparison of GCSS Working
Group 1, and is also being used as part of the European Cloud Systems project. It
is based on an idealization of observations made at the Southern Great Plains (SGP)
site of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program on 21 June 1997.
The site consists of in situ and remote-sensing instrumented clusters arrayed across
approximately 140 000 km 2 in Oklahoma and Kansas. On the day in question, cumulus
clouds developed at the top of an initially clear convective boundary layer. The main foci
will be on assessing the reliability of the model results (through intercomparison, extra
numerical sensitivity tests and the use of observational results where available) and on
comparing the results with those previously obtained in the studies of shallow cumulus
over the sea.
2.

C ASE DESCRIPTION

(a) Initial conditions
Figure 1 shows the ARM SGP central-facility sonde pro les of potential temperature µ and total-water mixing ratio rT at 1130 UTC (0530 local time), 1430, 1730 and
2030 UTC on 21 June 1997.
At 1130 UTC , there was a shallow stable boundary layer, but the inversion soon
disappeared once the surface heat  ux became positive (at around 1230 UTC) and, as
expected, the boundary layer tended to warm and deepen through the day. Pro les
obtained with a variational assimilation method (Zhang and Lin 1997; Zhang et al.
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Central-facility sonde pro les of (a) potential temperature and (b) total-water mixing ratio. The times
in the key are UTC . The crosses indicate the initial pro les used in the simulations.

2001) based on observations from over the entire SGP site (an area of approximately
365 £ 300 km) showed a similar development, but were not used in the construction of
initial pro les because of a loss of structure in the vertical.
Given that the resolution used, in order to allow the use of a domain large enough
to reasonably represent shallow cumulus convection, would inevitably be far too coarse
to explicitly resolve turbulence in the stable boundary layer, there seemed to be little
point in commencing the simulations much before sunrise. Accordingly, it was decided
to start at 1130 UTC. The initial pro les used are shown as crosses in Fig. 1 (and also
tabulated in the appendix for any readers who may wish to repeat these simulations).
Note that the initial potential-temperature pro le is not closely matched to the pro le
observed at that time. The reason for this is that the central-facility observations show
a signi cant cooling from 500 to 2000 m between 1130 and 1430 UTC which is
not provided by the diagnosed large-scale forcings (possibly because the forcings are
designed to represent averages over the entire SGP site rather than local forcings at a
single site). For this reason it seemed sensible to start with a cooler pro le than that
given by the observations. On the other hand, it was not desirable to start with a pro le
exactly like that observed at 1430 UTC , as budget considerations suggested that the
models could not then warm suf ciently to agree with the observations at later times.
The chosen pro le was therefore a compromise between the sonde pro les from 1130
and 1430 UTC. Another minor modi cation that was made was to slightly increase the
potential-temperature gradient above 2500 m. This was done in order to ensure that the
clouds did not reach too close to the models’ tops. However, it should be stressed that
the cloud tops in the simulations only reached 2500 m relatively late in the day, and tests
without this modi cation (using a deeper than standard domain) con rmed that its effect
was not particularly signi cant.
The central-facility sondes indicated that the wind direction was almost constant
(in height and time) and Fig. 2 shows the observed pro les of wind speed. At the time
when the case was set up, detailed estimates of the time and height variation of the
geostrophic wind, and of any large-scale advective tendencies of the wind components,
were not available. Accordingly there seemed to be little chance of matching the detailed
behaviour (e.g. the deceleration in the lowest kilometre between 1130 and 1430 UTC ,
and the subsequent acceleration to give the 1730 UTC pro le). Instead, for simplicity,
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the initial horizontal wind (u; v) was set to .10; 0/ m s ¡1 at all levels. As buoyancy
production of turbulence dominated over shear production throughout most of the day,
the details of the modelled wind  elds seem unlikely to have had a signi cant impact on
the cloud  elds and scalar transport (Brown 1999b).
Turbulence was initiated by imposing random temperature perturbations at each
grid point in the lowest 200 m (maximum amplitude at any model level decreasing
linearly from 0:1 K at the surface to zero at 200 m). Models which carry a prognostic
equation for subgrid turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) set the initial subgrid TKE
to 0:15.1:0 ¡ z=150/ kg m ¡1 s¡2 for height z < 150 m, and to zero for z > 150 m.
The surface pressure was set to 97 000 Pa.
(b) Surface boundary condition
Figure 3 shows the surface sensible- and latent-heat  uxes measured at the SGP
central facility. The strong diurnal cycle is clear, and the maximum values are far
in excess of those used in simulations of the BOMEX and ATEX over-sea cases
(e.g. compare with the 9 W m ¡2 sensible-heat and 150 W m ¡2 latent-heat  uxes
used for BOMEX). Note also the signi cant change in Bowen ratio, with a typical
value of around 0:3 here, compared to 0:06 for BOMEX. A simple piecewise-linear
representation of the time variation of the surface scalar  uxes was constructed (shown
in Fig. 3 and given in the appendix), and these  uxes were then imposed in the model
simulations.
The surface roughness length was set to 0:035 m (a characteristic value for the
ARM site). Monin–Obukhov similarity was then used to get the friction velocity (u ¤ ) at
each surface point from the velocity at each point of the lowest interior model level.
(c) Large-scale forcing and radiation
For completeness, details of the representation of the effects of large-scale advection and radiation are given in the appendix. However, it should be noted that the
forcings are weak compared to that from the surface, and tests showed that complete
removal of these terms had only a minor impact on the simulations.
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TABLE 1.

S UMMA RY OF PART ICIPATING MO DELS

Model

Participating scientists

Formulation

Subgrid model

Scalar advection

Met Of ce
NCAR
WVU
MPI
KNMI
CSU-LEM/UOK
CSU-RAMS
UCLA

Brown, Lock, Macvean
Moeng
Lewellen
Chlond
Neggers, Siebesma
Khairoutdinov
Golaz
Stevens

Anelastic
Boussinesq
Boussinesq
Boussinesq
Boussinesq
Anelastic
Compressible
Anelastic

Smagorinsky
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE
Smagorinsky

Monotone
Monotone
Monotone
Monotone
Centred
Monotone
Centred
Monotone

Model sources are the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), West Virginia University
(WVU), Max Planck Institute (MPI), Koninklijk Nederlands Meterologisch Instituut (KNMI), Colorado
State University Large Eddy Model as developed with the University of Oklahoma (CSU-LEM/UOK),
the CSU Regional Atmospheric Modelling System (CSU-RAMS), and the University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA).

A large-scale horizontal pressure gradient was applied, equivalent, with a Coriolis
parameter of 8:5 £ 10¡5 s¡1 (as appropriate for a latitude of 36± N), to a geostrophic
wind of .10; 0/ m s ¡1 .
(d) Participating models and numerical set-up
Eight independent LES models were used to run the case, and a brief summary of
some aspects of the standard con gurations of these models is given in Table 1. Four
models used the Boussinesq approximation, while three used the anelastic approximation, and one was fully compressible. Six used a subgrid model that carried TKE as
a prognostic variable, while two used a version of the Smagorinsky model. For scalar
advection, six used some form of monotone scheme, while two used a centred scheme.
Even within these broad headings there was considerable further variability in the details
of the implementation, for example in the speci cation of the length-scale in the subgrid
models. Microphysics parametrizations were switched off for the standard intercomparison run, and all models used all-or-nothing saturation schemes except for the MPI and
WVU models which included subgrid partial-cloudiness schemes.
The domain size used was 6400 £ 6400 m in the horizontal, with a depth of 4400 m.
The vertical grid spacing was 40 m, and the horizontal spacing used was 66.7 m, except
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in the MPI model in which it was 100 m. To prevent gravity-wave re ection from their
upper lids, most models used damping layers above 3500 m.
The simulations were run from 1130 UTC 21 June until 0200 UTC 22 June. Statistics
were averaged over each full hour of the simulation. These included mean,  ux and
variance pro les averaged over the entire horizontal domain. In this paper hÁi is used
to indicate such an average of a quantity Á, with the quoted time being the mid-point
of the averaging period; primes denote perturbations from these averages. Additionally,
conditionally sampled diagnostics were calculated, averaging over all cloudy points and
also over all core points (where cores are de ned to be cloudy points that are positively
buoyant relative to the layer mean). Accordingly the total amount of data collected is far
in excess of that which could possibly be presented in this paper. Any reader who would
 nd the full datasets useful (e.g. in connection with work evaluating the performance
of single-column models) is encouraged to contact the authors from whom they are
available.
In spite of the differences in the models detailed above, it has not proved possible
to attribute such differences as do exist between their results to any particular aspects
of their formulations (e.g. the results from models with TKE subgrid models do not
appear to differ systematically from those with Smagorinsky models). This is consistent
with past experience (e.g. Stevens et al. 2001). Furthermore, as will be shown in the
next section, the differences between the results of the different models tend to be fairly
small (and certainly too small for us to be able to say which is ‘best’ on the basis of the
observations). For these reasons, the plots in the next section will show each simulation
result in the same way, with no attempt to identify which is which, and the interpretation
will then be mainly in terms of a typical LES result. In a few places, where there is a
signi cant spread in the results, some of the outlying results will be identi ed in the
text.
3.

R ESULTS

The results will be presented as follows. First the general development of the
simulations is discussed, concentrating on the evolution of the mean pro les and on the
growth and decay of the cumulus clouds. Next consideration is given to the turbulence
structure of the convective boundary layer (before cloud formation) and of the subcloud
layer (after cloud formation). Some characteristics of the cloud layer are then discussed,
concentrating in particular on similarities and differences from those observed in the
earlier studies of convection over the sea. Finally some sensitivity studies are discussed,
examining both numerical and physical issues.
(a) General development
In order to give a general overview of the development of the eight simulations,
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the mean pro les of potential temperature and totalwater mixing ratio, while Fig. 5 shows time series of total cloud fraction (which is
the fraction of the vertical columns which contain cloud), maximum cloud fraction at
any one level, cloud-base height and cloud-top height. The evolution of the pro les
is broadly as expected, with the depth of mixing increasing through the day. The  rst
clouds form at around 1500 UTC. After this time the cloud base rises slowly through
the day (from around 700 m at 1500 UTC to 1200 m at 2400 UTC). This increase of
cloud-base height with time is consistent with the warming of the subcloud-layer air
shown in Fig. 4. However, it contrasts with the almost constant cloud-base heights found
in each of the BOMEX and ATEX cases, and a closure assumption for a convection
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Figure 4. Pro les of potential temperature hµ i and total-water mixing ratio hrT i at various times UTC from the
eight different models. In almost all panels the lines from the different models are suf ciently close together that
they overlap, and so we actually see the range of LES results rather than individual solutions. The light lines in
each panel show the initial pro les.

parametrization based on constancy of cloud-base height (Stevens et al. 2001) would
not be applicable here. Cloud-top growth is steady, but fairly slow, with the cloud-top
heights only reaching their maximum values (of between 2500 and 3000 m) at around
2100 UTC, about six hours after initial cloud formation. The largest cloud fractions occur
early within the growth period at around 1700 UTC and, at just under 30% total cover,
are considerably larger than obtained for BOMEX (which gave 10 to 15% cover). After
1700 UTC the cloud fractions slowly decline (to around 15% total cover at 2200 UTC )
before falling away more quickly as the surface forcing dies away.
In view of initial concerns that this unsteady situation might prove to be a dif cult
case for the LES models, the degree of consistency in their solutions is most encouraging. Indeed, the spread in the results (both in statistics presented thus far and more
generally) appears to be no greater than previously obtained in the BOMEX intercomparison (Pier Siebesma, personal communication). The most signi cant differences are
probably in the distance penetrated into the capping inversion (e.g. see the r T pro les
at 2330 UTC), an area in which the results of different simulations of the BOMEX case
also tend to show increased variability (e.g. Brown 1999a).
The compromises which had to be made in the construction of the initial pro les,
and uncertainties in the estimates of the large-scale forcings, make it dif cult to make
meaningful quantitative comparisons with the observations. One encouraging feature is
that both the micro-pulse lidar and the Belfort ceilometer at the central facility support
the LES result of cloud fractions tending, after the initial increase, to decrease with time
(Fig. 5(a)). However, the increase in cloud cover occurs more slowly in the simulations,
and we cannot say whether this is indicative of problems with the models, or is simply
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Figure 5. Time series (smoothed over one hour) from the eight simulations. (a) Total cloud fraction, (b) maximum cloud fraction at any one level, (c) cloud-base height and (d) cloud-top height. In (a) and (c) the stars are
the observations of the micro-pulse lidar, while the crosses are the observations of the Belfort Ceilometer at the
central facility.

the result of an unfair comparison. One plausible explanation is that, given their initial
pro les and forcings, the models could not possibly achieve the 1430 UTC hµ i pro le
shown in Fig. 1, and that the deeper observed mixed layer would favour earlier cloud
formation. A sensitivity test with the Met Of ce model, in which the initial hµ i pro le
below 1 km was made more unstable in order to more closely match the 1430 UTC
pro le, lent support to this idea, as this run attained its maximum cloud cover (of around
0:4) about two hours earlier than the standard run with the same model (although, as
noted in section 2(a), it could not then warm up suf ciently to match the observed
pro les at later times). Another area of discrepancy between the standard runs and the
observations is in the prediction of cloud-base height. While the modelled rates of rise
of cloud base are similar to those of the observed at the central facility, the LES cloud
bases are consistently lower (Fig. 5(c)). This is consistent with the models showing
total-water mixing ratios of around 16 g kg ¡1 in the mixed layer for much of the day,
while the observed values are around 15 g kg ¡1 . Once again though, it proved possible
to largely remove this discrepancy in a sensitivity test by making an arbitrary, but still
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plausible, change to the initial pro les. In this case this involved modifying the hr T i
pro le below 2 km to be consistent with the driest of the sonde observations shown in
Fig. 1 (cf. the standard pro le which is close to the wettest). Entrainment of drier air
into the subcloud layer then led to reduced hr T i values there, and resulted in the cloud
base being over 200 m higher for most of the run.
(b) Convective boundary-layer and subcloud-layer turbulence
Convective boundary-layer turbulence has been extensively studied, both experimentally and through modelling. Hence the results of the present simulations can be
checked for consistency with relatively well-established results. This is particularly useful, as the lack of comparable data for the cloud layer will prevent detailed evaluation of
the results in this region.
Figure 6 shows pro les of the total vertical and horizontal velocity variances at
1430 and 2030 UTC . The 1430 UTC results are discussed  rst. At this time, before
the formation of the  rst clouds, the simulated boundary layers have a depth (based
on the height of the minima in the buoyancy  ux pro les) z i ’ 450 m. Given the
imposed surface buoyancy  uxes, this leads to w ¤ (convective velocity-scale) values
of around unity, while u ¤ is around 0:6 m s ¡1 . This implies values of ¡z i =L (where
L is the Obukhov length) of around 2. Observations (e.g. Nicholls and Readings 1979;
Grant 1986) suggest that only moderate levels of instability are required in order for
the vertical velocity variance to scale convectively, and it is therefore reassuring to
 nd good agreement between the model results and the best  t to the free convective
data of Lenschow et al. (1980). In contrast, ¡z i =L ’ 2 is insuf ciently unstable for the
in uence of shear not to have a signi cant impact on the horizontal velocity variances
(Nicholls and Readings 1979). Modelled values of around 0:7w ¤2 in mid-boundary layer
are in fact quite consistent with those obtained in earlier boundary-layer LES studies
at comparable stabilities (Mason 1992; Moeng and Sullivan 1994), although there is a
considerable amount of scatter amongst the individual results. The existence of maxima
in the hu0 u0 i pro les towards the top of the boundary layer (present in all simulations
except that with the CSU-LEM/UOK model, and most pronounced in that with the
WVU model) is consistent with convective updraughts spreading horizontally as they
approach the inversion. Past experience (Paul Mason, personal communication) has
indicated that the magnitude of the variance in this region may be sensitive to the details
of the subgrid model.
At 2030 UTC clouds are present in all of the simulations. However, observations
from the GARP¤ Atlantic Tropical Experiment (Nicholls and LeMone 1980) suggest
that standard boundary-layer scaling should still be applicable in the subcloud layer.
Taking z i to be equal to the height of the buoyancy  ux minimum which occurs close
to cloud base, we have z i ’ 1100 m, w¤ ’ 1:7 m s ¡1 , u¤ ’ 0:6 m s ¡1 and ¡z i =L ’ 9.
This is suf ciently convective for both the vertical and horizontal velocity variances to
be expected to scale convectively. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the model results for
hw 0 w 0 i in the subcloud layer are indeed in good agreement with those predicted using
the best  t to the data of Lenschow et al. (1980). Higher up, the secondary maxima in
the hw 0 w 0 i pro les are associated with the cumulus activity. For the horizontal velocity
variance, nominally free-convective observations typically show values in the middle
of the atmospheric boundary layer of around 0:4w ¤2 . The present modelled values are
rather smaller, at around 0:25w ¤2 in the middle of the subcloud layer. However, they are
consistent with those typically obtained in LES of the dry free-convective boundary
¤
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Figure 6. Pro les of hw0 w 0 i and hu0 u0 i, the vertical and horizontal velocity variances (including subgrid
contributions) from the eight simulations at (a)–(b) 1430, and (c)–(d) 2030 UTC . The crosses in (a) and (c) show
the function hw0 w 0 i D 1:8.z=zi /2=3 .1 ¡ 0:8z=zi /2 w¤2 (Lenschow et al. 1980). Here zi is the depth and w¤ is the
velocity-scale of the convective boundary layer at 1430 UTC and of the subcloud layer at 2030 UTC (see text). The
crosses in (b) and (d) show hu0 u0 i D 0:4w¤2 , while the triangles show hu0 u0 i D 0:2w¤2 . The shaded regions in (c)
and (d) indicate the cloud layer at this time (de ned as being between the mean cloud-base and cloud-top heights
from the eight simulations).

layer (e.g. Nieuwstadt et al. 1991; Moeng and Sullivan 1994). The reason for the
discrepancy between LES and observed values of hu 0 u0 i has long been debated (it could
indicate a problem with the LES, or it could be the result of an unfair comparison due to
the observations being in uenced by larger-scale forcing or wind shear). The main point
here is that, as the scaled subcloud-layer horizontal variances remain consistent with
those obtained in dry boundary-layer studies, the present results are still consistent with
the idea that the turbulence structure of the subcloud layer is largely unaffected by the
presence of cumulus aloft. Interestingly though, the hu 0 u0 i pro les do not show maxima
towards the top of the subcloud layer corresponding to those seen towards the top of
the boundary layer at 1430 UTC. Presumably this is because some of the convective
updraughts continue through the lifting condensation level to form cumulus clouds, and
so there is less horizontal spreading than occurs in the absence of clouds.
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Figure 7. (a) Pro les of resolved buoyancy  ux h½w0 b0 i at 2030 UTC. (b) Time series of the minimum value of
buoyancy  ux (h½w0 b0 imin ). The light lines show the results from the individual simulations, while the heavy line
shows the average of these results. The stars show ¡0:13 times the imposed surface buoyancy  ux.

As discussed in Nicholls and LeMone (1980), the insensitivity of the scaled variances to the presence of the cumulus clouds is associated with the similarity of the
buoyancy  ux pro les (and hence buoyancy production of TKE) in cases with and
without clouds. As an example, Fig. 7(a) shows the simulated resolved buoyancy  ux
h½w 0 b 0 i pro les at 2030 UTC, where ½ is density. The pro les in the subcloud layer are
strongly reminiscent of those obtained in clear convective boundary layers, with a linear
decrease through most of the layer and values at the top which are of order ¡0:15 times
the surface buoyancy  ux. Indeed, assuming that the minimum value of the buoyancy
 ux (which occurs at the top of the clear boundary layer or subcloud layer) should
remain a  xed fraction of the surface  ux has been suggested as a plausible closure
assumption for use in a parametrization scheme. This case provides a good opportunity
to test this, as it has a strongly time-varying surface  ux. Figure 7(b) shows time series
from the eight simulations of the minimum value of the resolved  ux. The mean of
the simulation results (shown bold) remains close to ¡0:13 times the imposed surface
 ux (shown as stars) over most of the diurnal cycle. Furthermore, if estimates of the
subgrid  uxes (not shown) are added to the resolved  uxes, then this improves the
agreement before about 1600 UTC without having a signi cant impact at later times.
The results from the individual simulations do show considerable scatter (although not
beyond that typically found in comparisons of modelled entrainment  uxes at the top of
clear convective boundary layers, e.g. Nieuwstadt et al. (1991)). Nevertheless they are
each individually broadly consistent with the idea of the cloud-base buoyancy  ux being
a  xed fraction of the surface  ux, with only the value of that fraction varying somewhat
from model to model. For reference it is noted that the smallest resolved entrainment
 uxes are consistently given by the CSU-RAMS model, with the Met Of ce model
next, while the MPI model gives the largest  uxes. However, as noted in section 2(d), it
has not proved possible to explain these differences in terms of differences in the model
formulations.
(c) Cloud layer
Direct validation of the details of the simulated cloud layers is dif cult, and the main
interest in this section will be in comparing the present results with those previously
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obtained in studies of cumulus over the sea. In order to do this, Fig. 8 shows pro les
of core fraction, core mass  ux and core fractional entrainment rate (calculated as in
Siebesma and Cuijpers 1995) at 1830 and 2030 UTC. The earlier time was chosen as one
at which the cloud layer is deepening relatively rapidly, while the latter is representative
of the results obtained once the clouds are close to their full depth. Also shown for
comparison in the right column are the BOMEX results (simulation HR-CONV) of
Brown (1999a). The results of this simulation lie very close to those of others of this
case (e.g. Siebesma and Cuijpers 1995) and may therefore be considered to show a
typical LES result for BOMEX.
As originally found by Siebesma and Cuijpers (1995), the BOMEX simulation
gives core fraction and mass  ux peaking just above cloud base, and then monotonically
decreasing with height. The ARM case has considerably higher cloud base and top, but
it is immediately apparent that these results concerning the pro le shapes carry over to
this over-land case, both in the rapidly growing stage (1830 UTC) and in the more steady
period (2030 UTC). The diagnosed fractional entrainment rates are also of the same order
of magnitude as those from BOMEX. Other statistics (e.g. conditionally sampled over
all cloudy points rather than just the cores) and visualizations of the cloud  elds also
support the idea that the cloud layer in this case is not fundamentally different from
that in the BOMEX case. At any given time the clouds all tend to have the same base,
but varying tops, with many shallow clouds and relatively few deep ones. The  nding
that the time and area-averaged cloud cover decreases with height is a result of this
distribution of cloud tops (and does not re ect the characteristics of individual clouds).
In the present case the cloud base rises through the day. At the same time the depth
of the deepest clouds gradually increases, although the majority of the clouds remain
signi cantly shallower.
In spite of the broad similarities with the BOMEX case noted above, the details
of some of the pro le shapes do appear to change over time. As shown in Fig. 8,
the mass  ux at 2030 UTC decreases only relatively slowly from around 1300 m
(where the maximum value occurs) up to 1800 m before falling off more quickly.
The BOMEX pro le shows a similar structure (with the vertical gradient of the mass
 ux changing noticeably in this case at around 1400 m). The fractional entrainment
rates are also fairly independent of height in the middle sections of the cloud layers
from both the ARM simulation at 2030 UTC and from the BOMEX simulation. In
contrast, the 1830 UTC mass  ux and fractional entrainment-rate pro les from the ARM
case show a rather different structure, with a much more uniform decrease through
the entire depth of the cloud layer. This suggests that the non-equilibrium nature of
the cloud layer at this time does have some in uence. We will return to this issue in
section 4.
The typical values of the mass  ux and fractional entrainment rates in the present
case are also rather different from those in the BOMEX and ATEX simulations.
For example, Fig. 8 shows a maximum mass  ux value at 2030 UTC of around
0:065 kg m¡2 s¡1 . This is considerably larger than the BOMEX (and ATEX) values
of around 0:025 kg m ¡2 s¡1 . Note, however, that here the subcloud-layer velocity-scale
w¤ has a value of 1:7 m s ¡1 , compared to around 0:7 m s ¡1 for BOMEX and ATEX.
Grant (2001) proposed that the maximum value of the mass  ux should be proportional
to ½w¤ , and normalizing the maximum value by ½w ¤ does indeed lead to a value of
around 0:035 for all three cases. Thus the increase in mass  ux appears to be largely
explained by the stronger forcing in the present over-land case. However, the present
results do indicate that it would be over-simplistic to suggest that the mass  ux is
controlled solely by w ¤ —the modelled maximum mass  uxes decrease monotonically
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Figure 8. Pro les from the eight models at 1830 UTC (left column) and 2030 UTC (right column). (a)–(b) core
fraction, (c)–(d) core mass  ux and (e)–(f) core fractional entrainment rate. In the right column the dotted lines
show the BOMEX results (simulation HR-CONV) from Brown (1999a).
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from around 0:080 kg m ¡2 s¡1 at 1830 UTC to 0:055 kg m ¡2 s¡1 at 2130 UTC, while w ¤
is approximately constant over this period.
The fractional entrainment rates in the middle of the cloud layer of around
0:001 m ¡1 at 2030 UTC are approximately 35% smaller than those from BOMEX.
However, this difference does appear to be largely explicable in terms of the previously developed scaling arguments of Grant and Brown (1999). They suggested that
the fractional entrainment rate should scale as .1=z cld /.w ¤ =mb /. Here zcld is the depth
of the cloud layer (estimated based on an undilute parcel ascent), m b D Mb =½ where
Mb is the maximum mass  ux just above cloud base, and w ¤ is a cloud-layer velocityscale (based on z cld , mb and the average buoyancy excess of an undilute parcel lifted
through the cloud layer). The diagnosed values of .1=z cld /.w ¤ =mb / are approximately
45% smaller for the present case (at 2030 UTC) than for BOMEX (with most of the
difference coming through the increase in m b ), and thus the difference in entrainment
rates is largely explained. Again, the reasonable success of this scaling points to this
case not being fundamentally different to those previously studied. However, it should
be noted that the scaling performed poorly when used on datasets from up to 1830 UTC.
This appeared to be primarily because a lack of instability in the mean pro les (see next
section) led to the undilute parcel ascent signi cantly overestimating the cloud-layer
depth. Use of the actual cloud depth (rather than that estimated through the undilute
ascent) did improve the performance of the scaling at these times.
4.

A DDITIONAL SENSITIVITY TESTS

A large number of sensitivity tests were performed by the various modelling
groups in addition to the standard run. These fell into two categories—numerical tests,
and tests examining the sensitivity to changing some aspect of the physical problem
(e.g. changing the initial pro les or the surface  uxes). The results of some of the former
will be brie y mentioned later, as showing a lack of sensitivity to some of the numerical
choices made increases the level of con dence in the results. The range of the latter
category is too broad to be able to include in this paper, although some tests assessing
the sensitivity to changing the initial pro les have already been mentioned in connection
with the modelled cloud base. Here we will concentrate on tests designed to investigate
one speci c question: Why did the cloud layer deepen so slowly in the standard run?
(a) Numerical sensitivity tests
On the numerical side, the robustness of the results obtained with eight different
models already suggests that some of the numerical choices are not critical. This was
further con rmed by performing tests with the Met Of ce model switching between
monotone and centred advection, and also between an anelastic and Boussinesq formulation. The changes were generally small (although statistically signi cant in some
cases, when judged against an ensemble of eight runs identical but for a change of
initial random seed) and did not move the results outside the envelope of results provided by the eight standard simulations. Increasing the size of the horizontal domain (to
19:2 £ 19:2 km) with  xed grid spacing did not have a statistically signi cant impact,
and neither did using a deeper domain. Even a factor of  ve reduction in horizontal grid
spacing led to changes which were barely statistically signi cant (just a slight reduction
in the maximum depth of penetration into the inversion, as found by Brown (1999a) for
the BOMEX case), and which were again smaller than the spread of results from the
eight standard runs. Hence, the results do appear to be numerically robust.
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Figure 9. Mean virtual-potential-temperature pro les at (a) 1630 and (b) 2030 UTC (solid lines). The dashed
lines show the virtual potential temperature of a parcel starting with the mean properties at cloud base and lifted
without mixing through the domain.

(b) Understanding the slow rate of growth of the cloud layer
As shown in Fig. 5, the cloud layer in this case deepens only slowly, taking around
six hours to reach its maximum depth. This behaviour was initially a surprise, and
therefore some extra simulations were carried out with the Met Of ce model in order
to understand what controls the rate of growth. It should be emphasized that these extra
simulations were designed to be pure sensitivity tests and that they do not seek to match
ARM observations.
One early suggestion was that the relatively dry atmosphere might be inhibiting
cloud growth. However, tests with the initial hr T i pro le moistened above 1300 m (with
the hµ i pro le modi ed slightly in order to keep the buoyancy pro le unchanged) gave
results almost identical to the standard run. The clue to the cause of the slow growth
is in fact contained in Fig. 4, which shows that the modelled hµi pro les evolved in
time in such a way as to become less stably strati ed in the cloud layer. The effect
is shown more clearly in Fig. 9 which shows the virtual-potential-temperature pro les
µv at 1630 and 2030 UTC from the Met Of ce model simulation of the standard case.
Also shown is the virtual potential temperature of an undilute parcel, starting with
the mean properties at cloud base and lifted without mixing through the domain. At
1630 UTC it can be seen that this parcel does not become positively buoyant relative
to the mean, as what will become the cloud layer has a pro le which is close to
conditionally neutral. Gradually the mean pro le evolves to become more conditionally
unstable, and by 1830 UTC (not shown) an undilute ascent from cloud base would be
positively buoyant up to the inversion at 2500 m. However, real ascents are not undilute,
and due to mixing with the environment the clouds at 1830 UTC still reach only around
2000 m. Only once the mean pro le has become still more conditionally unstable—
at around 2030 UTC—is it possible for the clouds to approach their maximum depth.
Note that at this time, in the lower part of the cloud layer, @µ v =@z of the undilute parcel
exceeds that of the environment by around 2:5 K km ¡1 . This is almost exactly the same
as the level of conditional instability of the quasi-steady BOMEX pro le (Grant and
Brown 1999). Hence it appears that the clouds grow slowly in the present case as the
simulations cannot sustain full-depth clouds until the pro les have evolved in order to
show instability comparable to that in the BOMEX case.
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Figure 10. (a) Initial potential-temperature pro les from the standard run (light) and from the sensitivity test
with a less stable pro le (heavy). (b) Time series of cloud-top height from these two runs (unsmoothed).

In order to con rm the hypothesis that it is the lack of instability in the initial
pro les that leads to the slow growth of the cloud layer in the standard case, a sensitivity
test was performed with a modi ed initial potential-temperature pro le as shown in
Fig. 10(a). This pro le is 1:7 K km ¡1 less stable than the standard pro le between 1300
and 2500 m. The resulting time series of cloud-top height in this simulation is shown
in Fig. 10(b). At  rst the evolution is almost identical to that of the standard run, as
the pro les low down are unchanged. However, once the less stable layer is reached,
the rise of cloud top is, as expected, much more rapid. The mass  ux and fractional
entrainment-rate pro les in this run (not shown) also achieve the shapes characteristic
of a quasi-equilibrium cumulus layer an hour or so earlier than in the standard run.
5.

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper has described large-eddy simulations of the development of shallow
cumulus over land. The case has been based on an idealization of ARM observations.
The strong, time-varying forcing might have been expected to make this a more dif cult
case for the models than the previously studied cases of shallow cumulus over the sea.
However, the results of eight independent models have proved to be encouragingly
consistent. Further sensitivity studies looking at the effects of increasing resolution and
domain size have also increased con dence in the robustness of the results.
The LES results for the subcloud layer have been shown to be consistent with
well-established convective boundary-layer scalings. Direct validation of the cloud layer
results is dif cult (although the tendency of the models to have cloud cover decreasing
with time is at least broadly consistent with the observations). In this region it has been
found that many of the results previously found in over-sea cases are still applicable. For
example, cloud cover and mass  ux decrease with height. Changes in the magnitudes
of the mass  uxes and fractional entrainment rate also appear to be largely explicable in
terms of simple scalings.
One initially surprising aspect of the LES results for this case was the slow growth
of the maximum depth of the cumulus clouds. It has been suggested that this was largely
due to the initial pro les used, with a buoyancy structure which was more conditionally
unstable being found to lead to a more rapid rise of cloud top.
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A primary motivation for this work was to produce understanding and datasets
which might help in the development and testing of parametrizations of shallow cumulus
convection for use in large-scale numerical weather-prediction and climate models.
Indeed, as reported by Lock et al. (2000), the LES results for this case have already
been used in testing some aspects of the boundary-layer scheme used in the Met Of ce
global models. In many ways the similarity of the cloud-layer structures in the BOMEX
and ARM cases is encouraging in terms of the development of these schemes, as it
suggests that there is no fundamental reason why a parametrization which performs
well for one case should not also do so for the other. However, the preliminary results of
an intercomparsion of the performance of single-column models for the present ARM
case (Geert Lenderink, personal communication) show a wide scatter. This suggests
that there is still much work to be done in terms of understanding the performance of
the single-column models, and in developing and re ning the parametrizations that they
use. Detailed comparisons with the LES results will be crucial in this exercise.
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A PPENDIX

This appendix contains the remaining detailed speci cation of the case required in
order for any reader to repeat it using either a large-eddy or single-column model.
The initial pro les of hµ i and hr T i were shown in Fig. 1, and time series of the
imposed surface  uxes in Fig. 2. However, to avoid having to attempt to read values off
the plots, the speci cation is given in Tables A.1 and A.2. Linear interpolation was used
to obtain values between the speci ed heights and times.
As noted in the main text, the effects of representation of large-scale advection
and radiation were small compared with that of the surface forcing. The large-scale
forcing terms were a simple representation of the pro les estimated using a variational
method based on observations from over the entire SGP site (Zhang and Lin 1997;
Zhang et al. 2001). The radiative forcing was estimated by diagnosing the net heating
TABLE A.1. I NITIAL PRO FILE S OF hµ i AND hrT i ( SEE
TEXT )
z
(m)

hµ i
(K)

hrT i
(g kg¡1 )

0.0
50.0
350.0
650.0
700.0
1300.0
2500.0
5500.0

299.00
301.50
302.50
303.53
303.70
307.13
314.00
343.20

15.20
15.17
14.98
14.80
14.70
13.50
3.00
3.00

Linear interpolation was used
to obtain values at intermediate
heights.
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TABLE

A.2. I MPOSED SUR FACE SE NSIBLE - HEAT (H ) AND
LATENT- HEAT (LE ) FLU XES
Time
(UTC )

H
(W m¡2 )

LE
(W m¡2 )

1130
1530
1800
1900
2130
0000
0200

¡30
90
140
140
100
¡10
¡10

5
250
450
500
420
180
0

Linear interpolation was used to
obtain the  uxes between the speci ed times.
TABLE A.3.

M AGNITUDES OF LARG E - SCA LE
ADVECTIVE FO RCI NG AND RAD IATIVE TEN DENCI ES TO BE APPLIE D IN LOWEST 1000 M
Time
( UTC)

Aµ
(K h¡1 )

Rµ
(K h¡1 )

ArT
(g kg¡1 h¡1 )

1130
1430
1730
2030
2330
0200

0.000
0.000
0.000
¡0.080
¡0.160
¡0.160

¡0.125
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
¡0.100

C0.080
C0.020
¡0.040
¡0.100
¡0.160
¡0.300

Reduced tendencies were applied above 1000 m,
as described in the text. Linear interpolation was
used to calculate forcings at intermediate times.

rates from a simulation with the Met Of ce model using an interactive two-stream
radiation code (Edwards and Slingo 1996). Separate tests con rmed that applying a
simple representation of the averaged heating pro les gave results very similar to those
obtained using the interactive scheme. This is consistent with the experience of Cuijpers
(1994) and Jiang and Cotton (2000) for low-cloud-cover shallow-cumulus simulations.
Table A.3 gives the values of A µ , Rµ and ArT which were used to scale the values
of the large-scale advective tendency of µ, the radiative tendency to be applied to µ, and
the large-scale advective tendency of r T , respectively. The values are given at various
times, and linear interpolation was used to obtain values at intermediate times. Below
1000 m a forcing term of Aµ C Rµ was applied to the µ equation and of A rT to the rT
equation. The size of these terms was decreased linearly to zero between 1000 m and
2000 m, and no forcing was applied for z > 2000 m.
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